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Aburaet-_ln this paper the stock-out probabiliis are computed at each depot in a parallel multi-installation 
inventory system operating under a periodic review hint ordering policy in which demand follows an 
Erlangian distribution. A recurrence relation iskstablished for deriving expressions for the Laplace transform 
of certain “weighting factors” which appear in the expression for the stock-out probabilities. In addition a 
recursive scheme is developed for expanding into partial fractions rational functions having in their 
denominator liir factors with several multiple zeros. These two schemes form the basis for a com- 
putational efficient numerical procedure for calculating the required probabilities. Some of the computer 
output results are exhibited in graphical form. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present investigation studies a parallel multi-installation system involving a single source 
with an unlimited quantity of a given commodity supplying an arbitrary number n(n = 1,2,. . .) 
of depots. No transshipments between depots are allowed, and each depot is subject o 
demands which are independently distributed among depots. The configuration f the studied 
system is as shown in Fig. 1. 
We assume a periodic review system of equal time intervals such that the epoch of review at each 
depot coincides. A possible way for replenishing stock at each depot is to treat hem independently. 
Assuming afixed order cost, a variable linear procurement cost and a linear holding and shortage 
costs, one could utilize, for example, an (s, S) policy at each depot for such a replenishment. 
However, we consider the more realistic situation where interdependency is introduced through an 
important factor, namely, the setup or order cost. Offhand, if a replenishment is initiated at any 
particular depot, hen if the fixed cost is invariant, there would be no reason why simultaneously the
other depots hould not be supplied thus taking economic advantage of the ordering process. 
Although many other alternatives for stock replenishment do exist (such as the mixed ordering 
policies)nevertheless,werestrictourattentiontoasystemoperatingunderajointorderingpolicy,or 
more specifically a (a, S) policy. Under such a policy, either the depots are not replenished atthe 
beginning ofa period, or they are replenished simultaneously. At any given depot, the demand per 
period is assumed tobe a random variable independently and identically distributed from period to 
periodandfollowinganErlangdistribution.Theadvantageof choosingsuchadistributionoverother 
types is two-fold: 
(1) The parameters of the Erlang distribution are easily estimated from given sample means 
and variances: 
lSource 
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Fi. 1. A parallel multi-installation inventory system. 
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(2) Assuming complete backlog and given fixed lead times at each depot (not necessarily the 
same), the distribution ofdemand over the lead time is still Erlangian. Thus, once the zero lead 
time problem is solved one solves imultaneously the problem involving an arbitrary lead time. 
In practice, itwould be awkward to replenish stock at all installations simultaneously based 
on a criterion which is a mathematical function of the position inventory vector unless uch a 
function happens to be a simple one. Such a rule, quite intuitive in nature, is herein adopted. It
states that whenever the sum of the scaled inventories atall installations at the end of a period 
reaches or drops below a given “reorder” level, the inventory at installation i, (i = 1,2,, . . ,n) is 
brought up to S, > 0, otherwise nothing is ordered. Thus, one is looking at a simple statistic 
consisting of a single number (namely asum) when making adecision to order or not to order. 
The analysis of this paper is cost free in nature and does not address itself to determining 
optimally the values of the S,‘S and the “reorder” level. Rather, given the S,‘s and the “reorder” 
level, the paper is restricted to the derivation of computable expressions for steady state 
probability of stock-outs. 
In Section 2, the steady state distribution of the inventory level at the beginning ofa period 
is derived. It is shown that the problem is reducible to solving an n-dimensional Volterra 
integral equation of the convolution type. 
In Section 3, an expression for the steady state probability M of placing a joint order is 
computed explicitly. 
In Section 4, it is shown that the probability of a stock-out at a particular depot indexed 1 
has the form 
Yda, S) = M [ B,(r,, S,), - ‘l(‘l ;,I’ ‘I), el(f1i,2’ ‘l), .. , ,y gqo, s,)] 
x ((1 + &(a, Ohid4 lh&@, 21,. . &a, r,r 
where 
‘I 
WI, YI) = 3 e -A,y, (AIYIY’ w j! 
is the cumulative Poisson distribution, and the &(u, k)‘s, k = 0, 1,. . . ,r,, are “weighting 
factors.‘* 
In Section 5, the Laplace transform of the “weighting factors” is derived. It is shown that 
these transforms satisfy a differential-difference equation and that they are expressible as 
rational functions in which the degree of the numerator is less than that of the denominator. A 
characteristic of the denominator is that it has several multiple zeros. 
In Section 6, a special technique isdeveloped toexpress the obtained rational functions into 
partial fractions without recourse to differentiation using a special recursive scheme. 
Section 7 uses the previous results to compute the “weighting factors” and to express them 
in compact form. 
Finally, Sections 8 and 9 provide illustrations to the computational scheme. Selected 
computer output results are exhibited in graphical forms. 
2. THE PROBLEM 
We consider an n-installation (Fig. 1) periodic review inventory system with no transship- 
ment operating under a stationary (a,S) policy[lA]. Demand is i.i.d. between periods. The 
demand 0, at installation i, i = 1,2,. , . , n, over a given period is Erlang distributed with 
parameter Ai, order r, and P.D.F. I#,(*). The joint density function of the 0, is: 
Immediate delivery of orders are assumed at all installations. Unfilled demand is backlogged. 
Let the vector x= (x,,x2 , . . . ,x,) denote the inventory level (possibly negative) at all 
installations at the beginning ofa review period prior to making adecision. Let S be the positive 
vector (S,, Sr,. . . ,A’,). In E” define Q = {xix IS} and consider the function 
Z(S - X) = [ ,$ A,(S* - Xi)] - U, 0 I U I min {A$,} (2) 
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Define now the two sets d = {x(x E R, Z(S - x) < 0) and g = 0 - 6. In what follows we shall 
assume that xr S. Under a (0,s) policy, if xE u, then all installations order simul- 
taneously; if x E 6, then nothing is ordered. We shall restrict our attention to the case when 
following a decision at the start of any period, the inventory level at all installations i
non-negative. Note here that the Ai’s are acting as parameters in defining a scaled sum of the 
inventories. 
Let M be the probability ofplacing an order at the beginning ofa period and let W(y) be the 
steady state distribution function of the stock levels at the beginning of a period following a 
decision (y E 6). Let 0’ = {x Ix E 6, x # S}. Then[3,4] 
dW(Y)= iU 
I 
ify=S 
S(Y) dy if yEd 
where Jl(y) satisfies the following ndimensional Volterra integral equation of the convolution 
type 
s(y) = MS -Y) + 
I 
d SWJ(X - Y) dx. (3) 
The solution of (3) is[4] 
S(Y)=Mjy%-y), yE6 
j-l 
where b”‘(m) isthe jth fold convolution of c$(*) with itself. From (1) we have 
Hence 
#(j)(t) = fi ~~ e-A& (hitiPi+')-' 
i=l Qj(ri+ l)]’ 
It thus follows that 
Let 
S(y) = MS - Y) (6) 
Then M is given by the normalizing condition 
M+M 
I 
r(S-y)dy= 1. 
6 
We shall denote by R the mapping of 6 under the transformation 
(4) 
(5) 
(7) 
u=s-y; 
thus R is the region extending over all I(~ > 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, such that hlul+ - - * + Anu. C u. The 
quantity D can be interpreted as a “reorder level”. 
Let 
3. THE PROBABILITY M OF PLACING AN ORDER 
A = (8) 
(9) 
Then, from (7) the probability of placing an order is: 
1 M=m. 
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To compute A, we utilize (5). (6) and (8) and obtain 
(10) 
Making the change of variable AiUi = Uti, i = 1,2, . . . , n, the region of integration becomes the 
n-dimensional unit simplex R = {t,, f2,. . . ,f,: ti > 0, t, + 4 t * * * t t, < 1). It is also easy to 
verify that the summation series is uniformly convergent thus allowing the interchange of the 
order of integration and summation. We then obtain for (10) 
A = 2 I-,, 
u@+‘WPl’l+n) 
I ‘*O n r[(p t l)(ri t I)] ’ 
i=l 
(p+lHQ+l)-1 dt. 
i=’ 
The multiple integral is a Liouville extension of the Dirichlet ype[S] and can be reduced to a 
single integral yielding 
e-~Yu[T~(P+IXri+I)I-I du 
Making the change in variable uu = II, setting m 
=( 
and simplifying, we obtain for 
A = A(a) expressed as a function of a 
(11) 
Since m is a positive integer, [(p t l)m] = (mp t m - l)! 
Using Laplace transforms, we obtain for t L 0 
(12) 
and 
T {A(t)) = $[(S + :,m _ 11 (13) 
The right side of (13) is a rational function whose denominator has a double root at s = 0 and 
(m - 1) other roots whose real parts are negative. Let or= cos (Z?rUm) and oI = sin (Zdm); 
then according to [6] 
(1) For m = 1, 
A(u) = a. 
(2) For m = 2, 
A(u)=; (u -ftie-24). 
(3) For m = 3.5.7,. . . 
A(u) = i [a -y t 'mg'2 e(+)" (cos oIa + 6 sin m,u ) 1. 
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A(o)=; O-?$+fe-ti+‘m~e,uJ+, (cos~,u+~sinqu)]. (14) 
4. THE PROBABILITY OF A STOCK-OUT AT THE END 
OF A PERIOD, 9,(a,S) 
We denote by Y;(a, S) the steady state probability of being short at installation i, i = 
1,2,... ,n at the end of a period. It is evident that 
T(S-y)dy 
Let p,(a y,) denote the cumulative Poisson distribution: 
4( ri, yi) = fyy hi e-h @d$ dxi = jg e-hyi y 
I 
_ 
Then 
%(a, S) = M [ 9(~* 4) + I, pi(r,, Y,)r(S- y) dy ] 
= & [4(riv S) + Ada, 91 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
where 
A,( a, S) = 
I 
9(ri,Yi)r(S_y)dyv i= 1,2,. . . ,tt. 
6 
Without loss in generality, we next compute A,(a, S), and hence Y,(u, S). 
Using (5) and (6) we obtain 
Ada, S) = 
f 
%h, y,)dS - Y) dy = 9W,, S, - u,Md du = %h S, - 14 
6 f R f R 
X 2 fi Ai e-*R hf) i(q+l)-I 
)=I i-l r[i(ri + l)] du’ 
The summation expression is uniformly convergent. Further if we let A,u, = ati, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, 
it can be verified that A,(u, S) is a function of a and S, only. Hence 
Ada, S) = Ma, S,) and Yl(& S) = Y,(a, 4). 
Interchanging the order of summation and integration we obtain for n = 1 
Fornr2 
Adu, SI) = F. I, [ 8, (r,, S, -d t,) u e+ $~‘+“;~~;~~7;,] 
m 
X p2ueeafi 
[ 
(ati) (p+lxr,+l)-l 
r[(p + l)(ri + I)] 1 dt’ 
(19) 
(20) 
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This class of multiple integral has been studied in [5] and can be reduced to a single integral. 
Hence, for n ~2 (m = n + r, + r2 + * - * + rR) 
where the symbol * denotes the usual convolution operation. From (17), we obtain: 
9, ( e-A,~, eou WI -ad j! 
=e -*IS1 (-)k(hS,)'-k 
k!(j- k)! 
eoY(alot. 
We now define the function &I, k) as follows, (k = 0, 1, . . . J,). For n = 1 or m = 1 + I, 
Fornr2orm>l+r, 
d ,(a, k) = so L' [e”(au)k]a e-” ,.!{~‘+“;;“r:‘:‘;;,1 
- 
(aU)@+,Wm-rl-,)_l 
a e-cru r[@ + l)(m - f, - l)] 1 du’ 
It is then evident that in general, for n 2 1 we obtain from (19) and (21) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Substituting (2.5) in (18) for i = 1, we obtain for the stock-out probability at depot I
‘da, “1 =L [B,h,S,)+~$&z,k)B,(r,-k,S,)] 1 + A(a) 
!?,(a, S,) = & [ gqr,, S,), - &(r, ;,” S,), 9,(r1;,2. Sl) I.. ,011 . r,, %(O, S,) 1 
x 1(1+&1(4 Oh &(a, 0, ida, 3,. . . ,&(a, N. (26) 
Our primary objective is to obtain a computable expression for the “weighting factors” 
&(a. k), k =O, 1.2 , . . . ,rl. In the next section we prove that the Laplace transform of 
A,(t, R), t 2 0 is a rational function of s. 
5. COMPUTATION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF THE 
“WEIGHTING FACTORS” 
Let the Laplace transform of &(t, k), t h 0, be 
and define 
V,(s, k) = Y{&(t,k)} k = 0, 1,2,...,r, 
= I-[@ + l)(r,+l)+ k] 1 
Q(w9 k)=ps r&J + l)(r,+ l)] 0 
(Q+'J@+')+~ 
w (27) 
31s 
THEOREM 1 
If 
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w = s(s + l)Id(rl+lf-ll (28) 
(2% 
Proof. Without loss in generality, we refer to the expression for &(a, k) for n L 2 as 
expressed in(24). Simplifying and making the change in variable au = u, we obtain 
We now take the Laplace transform of the function &(t, k) defined for t L 0. We find 
It can be shown that expression (27) holds also true for n = 1, or m = rl + 1. 
Our next objective is to structure the function V,(s, k), k = 0, 1, . . . ,rl. If we set 
w = s(s + l)Iml(rl+l)-ll 
then, expression (30) can be written as: 
Vds, k) = $T p$o ‘g; ty;I: :‘I;:’ (+) (rl+MP+l) . 
Multiplying both sides of (31) by slr+‘/wL, we obtain 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
If we define the function Q(w, k) as in (27). (29) follows immediately. 
THEOREM 2 
Q(w, k) as 
subject o the 
defined in (27) satisfies the equation 
O(w, k) = - dQ(!‘$l), k= 1,2 ,..., r, 
initial condition 
Q(w, 0) = w.,:1 _ 1 
(33) 
04 
Proof. That equation (33) satisfies (27) can be obtained immediately b  differentiating (27) 
with respect to w and showing that (33) holds. The initial condition (34) is obtained by setting 
k = 0 in equation (27). Equation (33) is sometimes referred to as an F-equation (see e.g. [7]). 
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z=w q+l = ~I+I(~ + l)m-r1-l. 
Then, for k = 0 
Q(so)=+q 
(35) 
(36) 
and for k = 1,2,3, . . . ,rI 
(37) 
(38) 
where the A,(k), i = 1.2,. . . ,k satisfy the relations: for k = 1 
A,(l) = 1 
for k = 2.3,. . . ,rl 
A,(k) = (r, t 2 - k)A,(k - 1) i = 1 
A,(k) = [(rl t l)(k - i t 1) t (k - l)]Ai_,(k - 1) 
t [i(r, - 1) -(k - l)]A,(k - 1) i=2,...,k-1 
Ar(k) = [(r, t 1) t (k - l)]A&k - 1) i = k. (39) 
Pmofi Using (35) in (34) one obtains immediately (36). From this result, using (33) yields 
A simple proof by induction using equation (33) will establish relations (37) and (38). The 
computational details are omitted. 
It is possible to obtain explicit expressions for A,(k) and AL(k), k = 1,2,. . . ,rl, namely 
(r, t k)! 
A,(k)=(r,t;:k)!.Adk)=- (r, t I)!’ (41) 
Other values of Ai can be obtained recursively using equation (39) according to the 
illustrated scheme 
1 2 3 4 . . . fl 
1 A,(l) 
-1L 
2 A,(2) A,(2) 
3 
A,(4) 
\: 
. . . A&d 
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COROLLARY 
Fork=0,1,2 ,..., rl, the function Vl(s, k) = Z{&(t, k)} is a rational function of s where the 
degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the denominator. 
Proof. Using (36) and (37) in (29) we obtain: for k = 0 
Vds,O)=&j 
For k = 1,2,. . . ,rl 
vd& k) = 
(I, + 1)~ A,(k) + A,(k)2 +. * * t Ak(k)zk-’ 
sk+1 (z- l)k+’ * 
(42) 
(43) 
Since 
z = g~+*(~ + l)m-0-l 
then a comparison of the degrees of the numerator and the denominator in (42) and (43) 
establishes the required result. 
Also, note that 0 5 k I rl C m. It follows that V,(s, 0) is the only function with a pole at 
s = 0. The other poles of the functions V,(s, k) are dictated by the roots of the equation 
6. 
Because V,(s, k) is 
~I+I(~ + l)m-v1 _ 1 = 0. (44 
THE PARTIAL FRACTIOfi EXPANSION OF V&k) 
a rational function in s, the evaluation of its inverse &(f, k) may be 
accomplished byexpanding V,(s, k) into partial fractions. This essentially involves two basic 
steps namely: (1) the determination f the roots of equation (44) and (2) the actual process of 
expanding V,(s, k) into partial fractions. 
The computational scheme used to determine the m distinct roots of equation (44) is based 
on Muller’s technique [ 131 utilizing the program suggested byConte and de Boor [141 with some 
slight modification. We shall, in the sequel assume that all the distinct zeros are known and 
denote the jth zero by v,(k) (j = 1,2,. . . ,m). 
We now digress on the process of expanding V,(s, k), k = 0, 1, . . . ,rl into partial fractions. 
Although several techniques are available to expand a rational function into partial fractions 
without recourse to formal differentiation[I3-121, we present the following method with sub 
stantial computational advantages. We first consider the case whsn 1 I k I rl and next he case 
when k = 0. 
Case when 1 I k 4 rl 
Let fi = (m - 1)k - 1 and A = m(k t 1) and write 
IFI+1 
Ns k) 
x b,,(k)sp-’ 
Vds, k) = 9(s, = $7; (ii > Hi). 
z ap(k)sP-’ E 
(45) 
Note that B(s, k) = [s’l+‘(s + I)m-‘l-’ - I]‘+’ k = 0,l , . . . ,rl. Here, the up and the bp are real 
known quantities. The theory of partial fractions tates that V,(s, k) can be expressed in the 
form 
In this expression, the fi(= m(k+ l))&(k) are quantities to be determined, the vj, j = 
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1.2 , . . . ,m, are the m distinct zeros of g(s, k) (these could be removable or non-removable 
singularities of Vr(s, k)), and (k + 1) is the multiplicity of each of the zeros vP For notational 
convenience, and without any ambiguity, we shall drop the argument k from all previous 
quantities to the extent hat it is understood that we refer to a particular value of k; we shall 
write for example z$ instead of Ja,(k). 
Let now v, (0 = 1,2,. . . , m) be one of the distinct zeros of !@s, k), and write 
m k+I 
x.(s)=,& &+T2=7. 
ida 
Forj=l,2,..., m, we also define the polynomials 
(47) 
(4) 
(49) 
Relations (45). (46) and (49) may be used to arrive at the following expression for the numerator 
function N(s, k) 
*+I m k+l 
JV(S* k) = 7, bpSP-’ s 2 2 dij(S - Vi)‘-‘Sj(S) 
_ j-1 i-1 
Also, multiplying both sides of expression (47) by 
9(s, k) = (s - v,)k+19a(s) 
one obtains 
k+l 
J-0, k) = (s - v,)‘+‘%,(s)x,(s) + i%(s) z, di& - VP. 
After some lengthy algebra the following closed form expression for $,,, is obtained: 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
In general, obtaining closed form expressions for ~4, is algebraically and computationally 
inefficient. The following two-step rocedure for obtaining &, is presented. 
Step 1 
In this first step, both N(s, k) and g.(s) are expanded as a power series of (s - v.). The 
technique of repeated synthetic division can be applied. Alternatively, the following equivalent 
procedure may be used. Let the power series expansion i  (s - v,) of N(s, k) and aa(s) be 
expressed as: 
N(s, k) = 2 pp(s - v,Ap-’ 
P'l 
I-k 
%(s) = a,(s - vp. 
(53) 
Here the quantities /3, and ai are unknowns and must be determined. Define the (fi + 1) x 
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(k t 1) matrix Px whose elements Pij are given by 
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(55) 
Then, the unknown coefficients &, in (53) are related to the known coefficients b, = f+,(k) in (45) 
by the expression 
(h, blr * - * ,hii+,Px = (81, pz, ** * ,Bk+d. (56) 
Similarly, define the (ti - k) X (k t 1) matrix Pa whose elements are @ij = Pi+k+l.j+k+la Then, the 
coefficients qj in (54) are related to the known coefficients a,, = a,(k) in (45) by the expression 
(ak+2r ak+3r. . . . a,+#0 =blra2r...9ak+l)a (57) 
Step 2 
Incorporating now the fully determined expressions (53) and (54) in (51) yields the following 
identity expressions in (s - v,) in which the dia appear as unknown quantities: 
(58) 
Upon equating like powers of (S - v,) we note that the &,, i = 1.2,. . . ,k + 1, can be obtained 
recursively by solving the system of equations 
0 0 **- 
al 0 . . . 
a2 al a** 
* * 
. . . 
ak &k-l " 
To determine all of the &, a = 1,2 , . . . ,m, the two-step procedure must be repeated m 
times. once for each different value of a. 
Case when k = 0 
When k = 0, the expression for &(t, 0) is given as the inverse of (42). Thus, we can write 
Jiqi,o, 0)) = V,(s, 0) = -!- = 1 1 
S(Z - 1) s(s”+‘(S t l)m-‘l-’ - l] = sg(s, 
Since we shall be dealing in the sequel with the quantity [ I+ &(t, O)], we simply define the 
corresponding function 
Z{l t&(t,o),=,~~. 
i 
Here 
Ldt, j(0) = -!- 
@j(Vj) 
j=l,2,...,m 
where as in (49), we define for k = 0 
q(s) _ ws, 0) 
s - uj 
j= 1.2 ,..., m. 
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7. COMPUTATION OF&(f,k) 
Case when k = 1,2,. . . ,rI 
Now referring to (46), the inverse of V,(s, k) is 
&(t, k) = ,z x (k +T_ i)! tk+lmi e”f. (60) 
Since the & and v) are in general complex quantities, we may write for i = 1,2, 
dij = 52ij + id,,, i = fi 
and 
vi = Uj + iOj 
where & & g) and oi are real quantities. The expression for V,(f, k) becomes 
ii,( t, k) = 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
Although (63) may be considered as one way for expressing the function &(f, k), it is 
nevertheless possible to represent i in a more compact form which is more amenable to 
computation. 
First, it is clear that (44) has m distinct roots. In addition, by rewriting (44) as 
s -q-l = ts + l)m-q-1 
one can verify that if m is even, (44) has two real roots of opposite signs, and if m is odd, (44) 
has one positive real root. The value of the positive root is never greater than unity. It is also 
clear that when m is even, the number of complex roots with non-vanishing imaginary part is 
m - 2, while this number is m - 1 if m is odd. For a particular k, we define the m-component 
row vector X of the zeros vi in which a particular ordering upon the vj is imposed as follows: 
The first u (U = 1 for m odd, u = 2 for m even) elements are the zeros with vanishing 
imaginary parts. The elements v,+~, v.+z, . . . , v,, consist of the complex zeros with positive 
imaginary part. Finally, the remaining zeros v,+~, v +~, . . . , v,,, correspond respectively to the 
complex conjugates of v.+~, v +~, . . . , v,. Let R, I and f be respectively the set of real zeros, 
complex zeros with positive imaginary, and complex zeros with negative imaginary. Define the 
vectors 
NR=(VI,...PU) 
Then 
N = (v,+I,. . . ,v,) 
NT= (v,+I,. . . A). 
N = (v, 3 * * - PUi V,+lr * * * ,% V,+lr * * - AlA 
= WR, NI, Nf). 
Second, we define the four (k + 1)m matrices 
(64 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
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Each column of the respective matrices J$ J#, E and F may be uniquely associated in a 
one-to-one fashion with the distinct zeros IQ, . . . ,u,, vu+], . . . ,v,,, Y,+], . . . ,v,,,. Thus, it is possible 
to order the columns of 2, 2, E and F and partition these matrices, inthe same fashion as N. 
Using the subscript notations R, I and r’ we can write: 
J2 = (J&9 J&v J&L J;r = (JR, d,, &) 
E = (ER, E,, Ei), F = (FR, F,, Fi). 
Note that J& = &, JJ$ = - & El = Er and F, = - FF 
Finally, we use the double dot tensorial notation[5] and write 
ii,(t,k)=d:E-J-&F 
=(dR!ER+2d,:E,)-(dR:FR+2d,:F,) 
=&:ER+2d,:E,-2d,:F,. (68) 
Expression (68) fully determines &(1, k) for k = 1,2,. . . ,rl since all the elements of the 
matrices entering in the right hand side of (68) are known quantities. 
Case when k = 0 
All the previous expressions from (60) to (68) will hold true when computing I+ &(t, 0). 
Thus, for example from (60) and (63) 
1 + &(t,O) = 2 41,(O) e+ = 2 eY(dlj COS 0jt -22lj sin Ojf) 
1’1 1’1 
(69) 
Note that then 2 and 1 are m-dimensional row vectors. 
8. COMPUTATIONOFTHEPROBABILITYOFSTOCK-OUT. 
9',(o,S,)_AN ILLUSTRATION 
We rewrite here one more time the expression for the probability of shortage, namely 
Y,(a, S,), as given in (26). We have 
x [(I + &(4 Oh &(a, 11, &(a, 3, * * , &a, r,r 
where [l + &(t, O)] is given by (69) and &(t, k) is given by (68). Also 
In the following numerical example, we assume that the inventory system consists of a 
single installation ( 7 1) for which the demand per period has an Erlang distribution oforder 3 
(r, = 3). Thus 
m=n+r,=1+3=4. 
(a) The function A(r) 
Referring to expression (14), since m =4 (even), and ol = cos (2d4) =0 and O, = 
sin (27r/4) =1, it follows that 
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(b) The funcrionJ i,( t, k), k = 0, 1,2,3 
As an illustration, we show the specific details involved in the calculation of the function 
&(t, 2X& = 2). Referring to (43) we have 
Z{&(f, 2)) = V,(s, 2) = 4r[A:$;;;$(2)r1 
where 
2 = s’(s + l)O = s’. 
Hence 
Vds, 2) = 
4s[A1(2) +A2(2)2] 
(P-1Y * 
The zeros of the denominator a e: yI = 1, v2 = - 1, v3 = i and v4 = - i. Hence 
N=(l,-1,&-i) 
Thus NR = (1, - 1), NI = (i), NT = (- i). It follows that, 
The A,(k), i = 1,2,; k = 2, are given as entries of the following table 
ki 1 2 3 
\ 
1 1 
2 3 5 
3 6 60 30 
whence A,(2) g3 and A& = 5 and 
4(3s+5ss) Kt=(m-1)/r-1=(4-1)2-1=5 
Vds, 2) = ts4_ 1)’ 9 ri=m(k+l)=4(2+1)=12. 
We note that the numerator and denominator f V,(s, 2) are given by 
X(s, 2) = 12s + 20s’ = 2 bp-’ 
and 
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For vl = 1 we have from (53) and (54) 
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A-(& 2) = Pi, BJS - lJp-’ 
= 
9,(s) = 2 a,(s - l)‘_‘. 
j-1 
Since we are only interested in the values of /3, and aj for p, j = 1,2,3, we obtain using the 
technique suggested in Section 6, Step 1: 
al =64, a2 = 288, a3 = 624 
BI = 32, /?2= 112, &=200 
whence, the J&, i = 1,2,3, coefficients may be computed using relation (59) to yield d,, = l/2, 
d2, = - l/2, d3, = l/2. 
Upon performing a similar computational analysis, we obtain: 
For ~~=-1:4~=1/2,~~=1/2,sBj~=l/2 
For v3 = i: II3 = l/2, J& = i/2, .pPn = - l/2 
Writing for j = 1,2,3 
dij = S&j + i&j 
we obtain 
JiI R= 
Using (68) we obtain for k = 2 
H,(f,2)=e’($-f+i)+e-‘($+i+$)+(g-1)cosrirsinL 
After similar computations we find 
&(t,l)=e (i-t)+e-‘(~+$)+~cosl-isinf 
3 3 
&(t,3)=e’ ($-it2+jt-j 
) ( 
+e” +3+it2+llfl 2 2 ) 
+($-31)cos*-(i*‘-3)sinL 
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Given now that 
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I 
g,(i, S,) = 3 i=O, 1,2,3 j= 
the expression for the probability of stock-out as a function of the quantities u and Si is 
1 %(~A)=~ [ 9 (3 S ) _ 90. m %U, Sd 9d0, Sd I 9 1 t -Q-‘--y-’ _- 1 3! 
x [(I +&(a,O), &(a, l), &,2)&u, 3)]? 
9. COMPUTATIONALRESULTS 
Owing to the length of the calculations involved, the hand computation of the previous 
section is not practicable for most (m, ri) pairs of interest. Accordingly a 593 statement 
FORTRAN program was written which for a given (m, ri) pair generates .~?‘,(a, S,) values as a 
function of u/hiSi for various hiSi values. Computer calculations were made for the following 
(m, ri) pairs: (4,2), (IS, 3) and (20,9). The results are presented inFigs. 2-4. 
The foregoing results were based upon the assumption that resupply could be done 
instantaneously. This restriction may be relaxed provided that he lead time to resupply agiven 
depot never changes, and that it is an integral multiple of the review period. Let fj be the 
resupply time for depot i (i = 1,2,. . . ,n) expressed as an integral number of periods. To 
account for non-zero resupply time we need only multiply all of the rj values by (1+ lj), and 
then proceed in the calculations a  if resupply were done instantaneously. 
To put the methods developed into operation we must first pick the length of time between 
reviews. Next, demand-data must be collected and analyzed. Let pi be the expected demand for 
the item per period at depot i, and let oi be the corresponding standard deviation. If these demand 
data re assumed tobe generated byan Erlang distribution the values of hi and rj are estimated by 
I 0 
09 
08 
07 
G- 0.6 
o- 3_ 0.5 
04 
03 
02 
01 
0 
I I x,s, =0.5 x,s, = I .o 
x,s, = 2.0 
x,s, = 3.0 
x,s, = 4.0 
x,s, = 5.0 
x,S, = 6.0 
x,s, = 7.0 
x,s, = 9.0 
a/x,S, 
Fig. 2. Probability of stock-out for m = 4, r, = 2. 
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0.6 - 
d 
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0.3 - 
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0.1 - , x,s, = 7.0 
I I I I I I I I I 
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0 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
o/X$, 
Fii. 3. Probabiiiiy of stock-out for m = IS, r, = 3. 
and 
where in this instance the braces used above indicate rounding to the nearest integer. The ri 
values are then multiplied by (I+ 4) and the resultant numbers are used in place of the ri 
values. 
I.0 * 
0.9 - 
0.8 - 
0.7 L 
0.6 ,- 
c;- 
d ‘0.5 - 
Y- 
> 
0.4 - 
0.3 - 
0.2 - 
0.1 F 
OF 0 I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 
x,s,= 5 
X,S, l 6 
A,$ = 7 
x,s, * 8 
x,s, = 9 
x,s, * IO 
A$,= 15 
, 
o/x, q 
Fig. 4. Probability of stock-out for m = 20, rI = 9. 
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Take the hypothetical case of four depots, (n = 4). with the following data: 
i hi fi Si AiSi li 
I 0.10 9 150 I5 0 
2 0.20 3 200 40 0 
3 0.15 3 250 37.5 0 
4 0.25 1 300 75 0 
The value of m is given by 
m = n + rl + r2 + r3 + r4 = 20. 
Since the smallest value of AiS; is 15 the parameter II must lie between zero and 15. Let it be 
supposed that management chose u = 10. This results in a/AJ, = 2/3. From Fig. 4 for AlSl = 15 
one may read that S’, = 0.07, which means that under the stated policy that in seven out of 
every 100 periods there will be a stock-out experienced at depot 1. 
To analyze the probability of stock-out at the other depots one need only renumber the 
depots and proceed as before. For depot 2 one would have to consult he analogous graph for 
the case of m = 20, r1 = 3. The abscissa value to be used would be a/A,& = l/4, and the 
parameter value A2S2 = 40. Once the requisite graph as been generated it may be used to find 
the probability of stock-out at depot 2. 
It is interesting tonote from the graphs that for large values of m, the stock-out probabilities 
are independent of the ratio a/AJi. This point has not been investigated in this paper and 
certainly merits further esearch attention. 
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